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Friday March 21 2003
By Beth Shepherd
As US and British troops this morning began
Yoga TV
I thought my alarm would go off
crossing the Kuwaiti border after a sustained
Aerobics Oz Style
I woke in a panic
as allied aircraft and missiles bombed
Cheez TV
and I didn’t know what day it was
the British Royal Marines had moved up to
Goodmorning Australia
goodmorning who?
are securing positions for Huey’s
Cooking Adventures
between blinks I set up
the Iraqi border town of Umm Qasr had been
seized by The News
I squinted and US broadcasters
Jerry Springer then Judge Judy
surveyed the room and remembered I’d rearranged
it the day before
US artillery hurled
300 rounds into the
rain was slapping the window pane I needed
Strong Medicine
in the next fifteen
minutes of the commencement of Oprah Winfrey
lazily an ache rolled over in my head like a pre dawn
missile attack
on my Neighbours
throwing back
the covers I sat on the side of my bed yawning this morning’s
air
raid again targeted the
Totally Wild throbbing head I stood upsetting fire to a compound
owned by The Bold and
The Beautiful walked towards the bathroom sirens were sounding in
The News I took some Panadol
and had a shower this morning in apparent preparation for
The Simpsons
standing under streams of hot water my body woke up the artillery
bombardment
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began only a few hours after the Neighbours washed my hair raising
speculation that
Washington began as Seinfeld blew my hair dry response
to US officials cautioned The
Simpsons
which was stupid because it was still raining Australian forces were involved in
Cruel Intentions
and I’d get wet on the way to the bus stop deep inside Iraq
providing vital support
to The News I got dressed quickly but couldn’t find my scarf so special
forces troops were
dropped deep behind the
Sports
Tonight I looked at myself in the mirror to find weapons of
mass destruction and locate
V8 Superstars which made me decide to get dressed
again with Mr
Rumsfeld said today that what the pentagon called Video Hits Uncut wandered out to
the kitchen to make
just a first taste of what would soon become an episode
of Home Shopping
black coffee which Mr Rumsfeld confirmed
that Iraqi troops had set three or four oil fires in E Street
burned some toast
but refused to say whether This is Your Day with Benny had in fact
grabbed my things and accelerated plans for ground strikes on Christian City TV
slammed the door
behind me.
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